
RECENT COST-CUTTING MEASURES AT HARVARD LIBRARIES 

 

The following trends in the collection and processing of books at Harvard libraries have been 

justified in recent years as more efficient, cost-cutting practices.  Taken together, they have a 

serious impact on the quality of Harvard’s collections and their accessibility to patrons.  Unless 

there is a clear demand to reverse them, they are likely to accelerate under the new library 

system. 
 
APPROVAL PLANS 

 

Many new titles for the Harvard collection are purchased through approval plans.  In the past, 

highly-educated, skilled language specialists built the collections by selecting titles for purchase 

from national bibliographies, publisher’s advertisements and very specific research.  Much of 

this specific and directed selection resulted in a rich and unique collection.  Currently, Harvard 

depends on approval plans for much of the collection which means that Harvard sends vendors a 

profile of the types of materials it collects.  Universities using approval plans in essence allow 

the vendors to select titles for the collection. These titles are then reviewed by selectors on site.  

Sometimes, these plans are supplemented with firm orders for materials not included on the 

approval plan.  This shift to relying on approval plans has resulted in a less rich, less unique 

collection as many of the same titles are shipped to research libraries all across the country.   
 

OUTSOURCING 
 

Currently, Harvard purchases some services from outside companies in lieu of using local staff.  

Harvard purchases minimal bibliographic records, invoicing, full cataloging along with physical 

processing like barcodes, stamping, spine labels and security devices.  This practice of 

outsourcing work that could be performed by local staff is a growing trend in academic libraries 

and Harvard is increasing this by the year. 
 
*Much of the German language and Italian material for Widener is now outsourced and 

processed by minimally-trained, temporary staff with little or no language/cultural expertise to 

review the bibliographic information.  Titles are generally shipped directly to the Depository. 
 
Catalog records that have been outsourced have shown all of the following problems: typos; 

incorrect Romanization; subject headings that are too general to be useful, are misleading, or 

have nothing to do with the book; and classification numbers that would place these materials far 

from similar works both on the shelf and the online shelflist. Examples: a legal book classed in 

LC class H for social sciences; a book about Kazakh law with a subject heading for the Russian 

Federation; multiple spelling mistakes in titles and author headings that would make the book 

impossible to find. 
 
UNCATALOGED MATERIALS SHIPPED TO HARVARD DEPOSITORY 
 

More than 10,000 acquired titles for Widener’s collection (worth approximately 250,000 to 

300,000 dollars) have been shipped out to the Depository without adequate cataloging.  Many of 



these titles were received a few years ago and remain minimally accessible.  Adequate 

cataloging includes reviewed and corrected information for all access points like author, title and 

series.  Seasoned catalogers, copy catalogers and language specialists are the line of defense 

against having ‘lost’ collections.  In recent years, cataloging rules have changed to require that 

items have fewer subject headings and that they have minimal author/editor access points.  More 

and more minimally trained temporary workers are hired to process materials without taking 

time for thorough review of the material.  Library workers are concerned that plans to 

eventually properly catalog these materials will be done by outsourcing, rather than by using 

local expertise.   
 
*Example of item sent out to HD without subject headings. The entries “Economics” and “Essay 

on African development” are general, often vendor-assigned keywords that one can search but 

that one finds useless in a focused search. 
 

Sadigh, Elie. 

Afrique, le continent pillé :atouts, handicaps, perspectives et propositions /Elie Sadigh. 
Paris :Harmattan,2009. 
148 p. ;22 cm. 
Etudes africaines 
[Economics], [Essay On African Development]  
 

 
*Another example of title sent out to HD without adequate cataloging.  Item doesn’t use the 

established form of the author and lacks subject headings.  There is no added entry for the 

individual responsible for translation and commentary.  The author, as it appears in this record, 

is searchable in HOLLIS and HOLLIS Classic but this particular title wouldn’t file with most 

other works, entered with the author’s established form (Thomas, Aquinas, Saint, 1225?-1274). 
 

Thomas d'Aquin, saint.  

Sur la vérité / Thomas d'Aquin ;traduit et commenté par Gilles-Jérémie Ceausescu. 
Paris : CNRS Editions, c2008.  
lxxxviii, 144 p. ; 18 cm. 
(CNRS philosophie) 
 

*This item has also been sent out to Harvard Depository with no subject headings and 

misleading series information. The series authority name is “Collection Points de vue” but is 

listed as “Points de vue” here. This means that if you search for books under the correct series 

title “Collection Points de vue” you will not find this particular title in the list.  Searching the 

authorized version of the title yields 179 items.  Searching just “Points de vue” will in fact allow 

you to find this title, but won’t show you the other items listed under the series title “Collection 

Points de vue.” 
 

Mongo Dzon, Cyriaque Magloire, 1966-  

Relever les défis électoraux en Afrique / Cyriaque Magloire Mongo Dzon.  
Paris : Harmattan, 2009.  
129 p. ; 22 cm. 
( Points de vue)( Points de vue.) 
 



 
UNSHELVABLE, INVALID CALL NUMBERS 

 

In the name of efficiency, staff have forwarded titles for the stacks with unshelvable, invalid call 

numbers.  Many of the bibliographic records that we use for Harvard Library titles are taken 

from other databases, which may in fact use call numbers we don’t use in our collection 

(example: Canadian FC).  Items received by library staff with invalid call numbers should be 

reviewed by catalogers before being forwarded to the stacks for shelving.  Thorough review of 

incorrect call numbers would slow processing and many staff aren’t trained or encouraged to 

make these corrections. “Efficiencies” gained in the faster technical processing of these materials 

are lost when stacks employees must return materials for call number edits. 
 

WIDENER SHELFLISTING ENDED / CALL NUMBERS 

 

In 2009, Harvard College Library instructed Widener library workers to stop shelflisting.  

Shelflisting is the process of adjusting Library of Congress call numbers so that materials 

correctly interfile in our particular collection. by call number in the stacks.  This change in 

policy impacts a user’s experience both browsing in the stacks and in database, call number 

searches.  Books sent out the Depository are not even required to have a call number, or have a 

correct call number, so the online call number search is compromised.  Patrons can no longer 

assume that a visit to a particular section of the stacks will include a comprehensive view of our 

holdings in that subject area. They also can’t rely on their online call number search to pull up all 

relevant titles.  Reference librarians who confirm that patrons are ‘ecstatic’ when they learn that 

they can search by call number in HOLLIS must also explain these policies adversely affect 

research. 

 
In 2003 Harvard College Library cited a ‘financial situation’ that required limiting library 

services.  They asked staff to cease assigning classification (call numbers) to materials going to 

the Harvard Depository.  The administration claimed that fewer than 2% of all HOLLIS 

searches are by classification number and that most of these searches were performed by library 

staff.  At the time they eliminated the need for call numbers they cited the importance of using 

library resources to provide ‘increased subject access,’ a service now deemed of lesser 

importance as well. 
 

INTRODUCTION OF THE ABBREVIATED-LEVEL RECORD  

 

Many libraries, Harvard included, are now introducing abbreviated-level cataloging. An 

abbreviated-level record has less information in it which affects searching.  Subject headings, 

for example, are optional as are index and bibliographical reference notes. One can also omit 

established (official) series information.  The justification for processing minimally cataloged 

materials is that the bibliographic information though minimal,  may be enhanced in future.   

Another institution may fully catalog that particular title and the enhanced information can be 

overlayed on the minimal record.  This theoretically saves processing time but also allows for 

institutions to process materials when they have no local language/culture expertise.  While this 

saves money on processing costs or paying local, expert staff it also renders a title more difficult 

to find while it awaits full cataloging. 



 
SERIALS CHECK IN CEASED AND LATER REIMPLEMENTED 

 

In 2009, Widener stopped checking in serials.  The periodical room was reorganized to file titles 

alphabetically rather than by subject/call number (thereby impacting the browsing experience).  

This policy has since been reversed and Widener staff are now checking in serials but it meant 

that for years we could not track our receipts or claim missing volumes.  Though we are now 

trying to fill gaps, retrospective claiming is particularly difficult with serials as they often 

quickly go out of print.   During the time that serials weren’t being checked in, patrons could 

not identify holdings by HOLLIS as the materials received were not recorded by staff. 

 
FEWER AUTHORITY RECORDS CREATED 

 

Under pressure to save time and produce more records, catalogers often do not have the time to 

create authority records either in HOLLIS or in the national file.  
 
As a result, works by different authors are sometimes entered under the same heading, and works 

by the same author split between several headings.  Works by an author writing under a 

pseudonym cannot be found without an authority record collating all the names used. In some 

languages with long literary traditions, e.g. Arabic, naming conventions can be complex, with a 

multiplicity of forms used across works and time, and a variety of accepted transliterations. 

Without authority records, it can be difficult even for librarians to decide whether the library has 

works by a particular author in the Harvard collection. 
  
Following the Library of Congress's decision in 2006 not to create/update series authority 

records and not to provide controlled series access points in its bibliographic records for 

resources in series, Harvard stopped tracing unnumbered series. This led to important series 

information becoming virtually useless for research purposes.  Because unnumbered series titles 

are now recorded “as found” in the item and no authority record is being created, there is no 

longer any consistency in the way they are presented.  So it is impossible to search for books 

that have been published in the series. 
 
Other casualties are names of corporate bodies and conference names as access points. It is 

virtually impossible to find works associated with a corporate body or conference papers without 

an authority record that would guide researchers to the correct form of the name, because 

corporate bodies routinely use different forms of their name in their own publications. Anyone 

looking for a particular paper delivered at a conference can find the publication only by 

searching the name of the conference.  A catalog record for a conference volume would not 

include names of individual authors.   
 
In some fields—law, classic literatures--authority records for uniform titles are essential. Works 

with long histories have often been published under a variety of titles, and translated into many 

different languages. Researchers should be able to find all instances of a work under a single 

heading, impossible without establishing authority records for uniform titles. 



 
DECISION TO LIMIT THE NUMBER OF SUBJECT HEADING IN A RECORD 

 
Many records, not even minimal level records, are given only one subject heading to save time.  

One subject heading may not be sufficient to describe a book on a complex or multifaceted topic.  

As a result a work is given a subject heading so general as to become completely useless.   

 

 E.g. A book describing the life and work of a 17
th

 century Dutch landscape painter has the subject heading  
          “Art, Dutch.”  
 

A book on the positive prescription  and the statute of limitation in German civil law receives one subject heading  
           “Civil law--Germany” 
 

“Regeln, Prinzipien und Elemente im System des Rechts”, a volume of conference papers 

devoted in large measure to the work of Walter Wilburg in the field of legal philosophy, did not 

include a subject heading for the name of the jurist.  The name of the jurist does not come up in 

a title search or even a table of contents search.  The only way for a researcher to find this book 

in connection with Wilburg would be for the cataloger to add a subject heading for his name. 
 

 Den b sen Schein vermeiden : zu Ethos und Recht des Amtes in Kirche und Staat” – a book about the importance 

of reputation in the history of canon law since the Middle Ages and in modern German administration receives the 

subject headings:  
     Ecclesiastical law—Germany 

     Church and state--Germany 
 

 

DROPPING ANALYTICAL ENTRIES 

 
In the name of the same economy of time and money, catalogers are encouraged to give few or 

no analytical entries (for works contained within works), although these entries are often the only 

way to identify rare works contained in appendices, texts of legislation, etc. 

 
A rare essay by Ar.N. Fateev on M.M. Speranskii was published as an appendix to a monograph on M.M. 

Speranskii “Uchenie M.M. Speranskogo of prave i     gosudarstve.”  This document can be found because a 

cataloger made a note and an added entry for this essay on the bibliographic record for the main work. 

 
Collections of essays by Viktor Shklovskii were published under the title “Gamburgskii schet” three times: in 

1928, 1990, and 2000.  The contents of each publication was different, some of the essays were included in 

only one of the editions.  Without a contents note in the bibliographic record it would be impossible to identify 

the edition needed.  

 HOLLIS record for the 1928 ed. has a table of contents. 

 HOLLIS (Widener) record for the 1990 ed. which is at HD has no table of contents, several 



records in WorldCat created by other libraries have.   

 No records anywhere have a table of contents for the 2000 ed.  
 


